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Spatially Resolved
Characterization of Residual
Stress Induced by Micro Scale
Laser Shock Peening
Single crystal aluminum and copper of (001) and (110) orientation were shock pe
using laser beam of 12 micron diameter and observed with X-ray micro-diffraction t
niques based on a synchrotron light source. The X-ray micro-diffraction affords mi
level resolution as compared with conventional X-ray diffraction which has only mm
resolution. The asymmetric and broadened diffraction profiles registered at each loc
were analyzed by sub-profiling and explained in terms of the heterogeneous disloc
cell structure. For the first time, the spatial distribution of residual stress induced
micro-scale laser shock peening was experimentally quantified and compared wit
simulation result obtained from FEM analysis. Difference in material response and
crostructure evolution under shock peening were explained in terms of material pro
difference in stack fault energy and its relationship with cross slip under plastic defo
tion. Difference in response caused by different orientations (110 and 001) and activ
systems was also investigated.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1751189#
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1 Introduction
Laser shock peening~LSP! has been studied since 1960s.

particular, LSP can induce compressive residual stresses in
target and improve its fatigue life. The beam spot size used i
the order of millimeters and the compressive stress can typic
reach a couple of millimeters into the target material@1#. More
recently, laser shock processing of aluminum and copper usi
micron-sized beam has been experimented and shown to sig
cantly improve fatigue performance of the peened targets@2,3#. It
has also been shown through FEM simulation results that
micro-scale laser shock peening~LSP! efficiently induces favor-
able residual stress distributions in metal targets. Thus, the m
scale laser shock peening~LSP! is a potential technique that ca
be used to manipulate the residual stress distributions in m
structures with micron-level spatial resolution and thus impro
the reliability performances of micro-devices.

However, it is desirable to directly measure strain/stress dis
butions of the shocked area with that of simulations. Avera
strain in the depth direction was measured using Cu~111! and
~311! reflections with conventional X-ray diffraction (Cu-Ka
X-ray source! for overlapping shock processed bulk copp
sample and average residual stress was evaluated@2#. However,
the spatial resolution of normal X-ray diffraction is typical
larger than 0.5mm, which is too large to measure the resid
stress/strain distributions in microscale laser shock peening@3#.
Recently, by using synchrotron radiation sources, X-ray micro
fraction measurements based on intensity contrast method@4,5#
provide the possibility of measuring the region of stress/str
concentration with micron-level spatial resolution in copper th
film samples by recording the diffraction intensity contrast of t
underlying single crystal silicon substrate@6#. The extremely high
brightness X-ray beams from synchrotron radiation sources
achieve short sampling time and are focused to micron spot s
using X-ray optics. The result provides useful information ab
the strain field distribution in shock processed copper films, bu
is difficult to relate the X-ray diffraction intensity contrast wit
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the stress/strain values quantitatively and it is an indirect meas
ment since the diffraction signal was taken from the silicon s
strate and not from the copper thin film itself.

In this paper, by using the X-ray microdiffraction technolog
the spatially resolved X-ray diffraction profiles from laser sho
peened bulk single crystal aluminum and copper were recor
for the first time at the micro scale. The spatial distribution
residual stress induced in micro-scale laser shock peening
quantified using the d-spacing formulation and compared with
simulation result obtained from FEM. Also the microstructu
evolution and spatial distribution were studied. Thus, this uniq
measurement provides the possibility to study the residual st
induced by laser shock peening at the micro scale and gives b
understanding of microstructure evolution during the process.

2 Material Selection and Experiment Condition
FCC metals such as copper, nickel and aluminum are routin

used in micro-devices due to their good mechanical and elect
properties and they are also easier to deform under shock pee
compared to BCC metals. Aluminum and copper, are chosen
their difference in stack fault energy~SFE!, 168 mJ/m2 for Al and
78 mJ/m2 for Cu, allows one to study the effect of SFE on mat
rial response to micro scale laser shock peening. Although p
crystalline metals are more widely used in practice, single cry
metal is ideal for fundamental study. Well-annealed single crys
of 99.999% pure aluminum and copper~grown by the seeded
Bridgman technique! were used for micro scale laser shock pee
ing here. In order to achieve high diffraction intensity and stu
the difference caused by crystal orientation, low order orientati
of ~110! and~001! are chosen for two Al samples~surface normal!
and the orientation of copper is~110! as well. The Laue diffraction
method was used to determine the crystal orientation and
sample was mounted in a three-circle goniometer and cut to
using a wire EDM. Regular machine polishing was used to
move the heat affected zone~HAZ! of cutting surface and elec
trolytic polishing was applied for all samples to eliminate t
residual stress as the final step. Figure 1 shows the Laue diff
tion pattern of Al~001! sample.

The sample shown in Fig. 2 has the dimension of 15 m
310 mm35 mm. In order to obtain the deformation symmetr

e
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@11̄0# direction in sample surface was determined by Laue d
fraction. Laser shock peening was applied along this direction
all samples. A frequency tripled Q-switched Nd:YAG laser~wave-
length 355 nm! in TEM00 mode was used, the pulse duration w
50 ns, spacing between consecutive pulses along a shock line
25 mm, and pulse numbers were three on each shocked locatio
1 KHz pulse repetition rate. Laser beam intensity has a Gaus
distribution with 1/e2 beam radiusb56 mm and laser intensity
was about 4 GW/cm2. To apply a coating, a thin layer of high
vacuum grease~about 10 microns thick! was spread evenly on the
polished sample surface, and the coating material, aluminum
of 16 microns thick, which was chosen for its relatively lo
threshold of vaporization, then tightly pressed onto the grea
The sample was placed in a shallow container filled with distill
water around 3 mm above the sample’s top surface. Details
micro-scale LSP setup are referred to@2,3#.

Fig. 1 Typical Laue pattern image: Al „001… single crystal
sample

Fig. 2 Shocked line direction with respect to crystalline orien-
tation „Laser pulse energy Ä300 mJ, pulse duration Ä50 ns,
pulse number Ä3 at each location, pulse repetition rate
Ä1 KHz, pulse spacing Ä25 mm…
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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3 Deformation Measurement and FEM Validation
The typical deformed geometry of the shocked region was

served and measured using AFM as seen in Fig. 3~a!. The defor-
mation is uniform along the shocked line, which is indicative o
2-D deformation, and about650 microns in the direction perpen
dicular to the shocked line. The deformation is due to shock p
sure and not due to thermal effects since only the coating is
porized@2,3#. The process was also modeled and solved via fin
element analysis~FEM! and the details of FEM follow Zhang an
Yao @2#. A commercial FEM code, ABAQUS, was used for th
simulation. The spatial and temporal dependent shock pres
was solved numerically and then used as the loading for the
sequent stress/strain analysis. 3D simulation was carried ou
suming finite geometry~500 microns in thickness, 1 mm in width
and 2 mm in length!. Pulses at overlapped locations with 25 m
cron spacing were simulated. Shocks are applied on the top
face along a narrow strip in the width direction for three tim
which equal to the pulse numbers. The bottom surface is fixe
position, while all the other side surfaces are set traction free

The deformation in depth direction was shown in Fig. 3~b!. As
seen, the deformation is similarly uniform along the shocked li
which confirms the 2-D deformation observation above. Fig
3~c! shows the geometry of the shocked line cross-section m
sured by AFM and compared with FEM simulation results for
~110! sample. The simulated profile generally agreed with the
sult from AFM except the overall depth is slightly larger in sim
lation than that from AFM measurement perhaps due to sligh
overestimated laser absorption. But the general agreement i
dicative of the model’s validity and the modeling results will b
compared with X-ray diffraction measured residual stress in
subsequent sections.

4 Spatially Resolved Residual StrainÕStress Measure-
ment via X-ray Microdiffraction

4.1 Principles of X-ray Microdiffraction. High brightness
X-ray beams are needed for speed and accuracy in X-ray mi
diffraction experiments@4,7#. Otherwise, the sampling time nee
to be extremely long in order to yield meaningful results, and
accuracy can suffer from drifting and noise in such slow and l
intensity measurements. For this reason, synchrotron radia
sources are commonly used. The extremely high brightness X
beams from synchrotron radiation sources are narrowed down
then focused to micron or submicron spot sizes using X-ray op
such as Fresnel Zone Plates~FZP! or tapered glass capillaries, an
either white beam or monochromatic X-rays are used. Focus
lenses for visible light use materials with index of refraction su
stantially larger than 1. The index of refractionn for most mate-
rials at X-ray wavelength is@8#

n512d1 ib (1)

whered is a small number less than 1, which yields the real p
of the index of the refraction slightly less than one. Thus, len
for visible light cannot be used to focus X-rays. Only optics bas
on diffraction and interference~multilayer mirrors and zone
plates, etc.!, or on total external reflection can be used for t
focusing of X-rays. For X-ray, total reflection occurs when t
grazing angle on the surface of an optical medium, such as g
or metal, is less than the critical angle. The reflected X-ray
outside the optical medium. Thus, it is termed total external
flection. The critical angleuc for total external reflection is@8#:

uc5A2d (2)

For the lead glass capillary used in this study, the incident b
diameter is about 50mm, the exit bore diameter is about 5mm,
and the length is about 8 cm. The tapered capillary tube is p
bolic in shape. It is aligned to take in the X-ray beam from t
synchrotron beamline, and successively focuses the beam
small spot size by total external reflection. At the same time,
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 227
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Fig. 3 Deformed geometry comparison of shocked line
for Aluminum sample „a… Measurement of shocked line
geometry using AFM „Al, scan area Ä100Ã100 mm, data scale
Ä1 mm… „b… FEM simulation of depth deformation „in meter …
in shock penned sample. „Al, laser energy Ä260 uJ, 100
mm in thickness, 250 mm in width, and 500 mm in length,
deformation factor Ä5 for viewing clarity … „c… Comparsion of
measured and simulated shocked line profiles for Al sample.
Laser beam diameter is 12 microns, pulse duration is 50 ns,
laser pulse energy Ä300 uJ.
228 Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
gain of the capillary system, defined as the intensity at the exi
the capillary to the intensity at entrance, can be higher than 40@9#.
Both small spot size and increased intensity are desired in X-
microdiffraction.

4.2 Measurement Scheme and Experiment Setup.The
extremely high brightness X-ray beams from synchrotron rad
tion sources~from beamline X20A at National Synchrotron Ligh
Source at Brookhaven National Lab! is first confined into a 0.5
30.5 mm beam by slits, then enters a hutch where measurem
is taken. The X-ray is concentrated by total reflection as they p
by the tapered glass capillary. The sample is put as near to
capillary as possible to reduce beam radius on target. Beam
was 5 by 7 microns~300 and 30 microns capillary were used
the experiments!. The base diffractometer is a commercial Hub
two-circle vertical instrument equipped with partial chi~x! and
phi ~f! arcs. The samples are mounted on a translation stage
positioning accuracy of61 mm in the x and y directions in the
sample surface. A scintillation X-ray detector is used to moni
the diffraction intensity. A CCD camera is used as monitor
observe the sample surface and help to locate the position
shocked lines on a sample. Data acquisition is controlled b
modified version of the SPEC software package@10#. Monochro-
matic synchrotron radiation at 8.0 KeV (l51.54024 Å) is used,
since it is smaller than the K absorption edge for Al and Cu wh
are 8.98 KeV and 8.3 KeV@11# so that the fluorescence radiatio
would not be excited.

Multiple measurement points are chosen along a line perp
dicular to a shocked line. The spacing between adjacent meas
ment points starts from 10mm ~when 6100mm away from the
center of the shocked line! and reduces to 5mm within 620mm
from the center of the shocked line in order to spatially resolve
residual stress, as shown in Fig. 4. At each position, the co
sponding X-ray diffraction profile is recorded and repeated
each shocked line.

For FCC metals, the diffraction structure factor for~110! and
~001! are both zero and the reflections are absent@11#. So the
~002! and ~220! reflections are chosen for~001! and ~110! orien-
tation, respectively. The obtained diffraction profiles will be an
lyzed and discussed in Section 5 and this method is termed X
Scheme 1. Note these crystallographic planes are parallel to
shocked surface. Since there are no surface tractions after
shocks are applied, it is expected that the out-of-plane nor
stress acting on these planes is zero. The inter-planar distance
then expected to increase slightly to counter the in-plane resid
compressive stress. However, the diffraction profiles will
broadened and become asymmetric as a result of the plastic
formation and microstructure change induced by the laser sh
peening. It is the broadening and asymmetry will be made use
to estimate the residual stress and this is the essence of the X
Scheme 1 and will be fully explained in Sections 5 and 6.

Fig. 4 X-ray micro-diffraction measurement arrangement
„measurement points are along a line perpendicular to a
shocked line, measurements were carried out Á100 mm from
the center of shocked line, dÄ5 mm, within Á20 mm from the
shocked line center, dÄ10 mm, elsewhere …
Transactions of the ASME
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In addition, for Al~110! and Cu~110! sample,~222! reflection
was recorded and the measured Bragg angle shift is used to
culate the elastic strain in the~111! normal direction and this
method is termed the X-ray Scheme 2. The~111! planes are at
oblique angles from the free surface, so that the inter-planar
tances will vary directly due to the in-plane residual compress
stress. The details of the residual stress analysis under this sch
will be discussed in Section 7.

4.3 Assessment of Measurement Uncertainty Due to
Micro-Beam Divergence. The X-ray beam exiting the tapere
capillary is divergent and may have non-uniform intensity dist
bution, whose effect needs to be properly assessed on the
surement accuracy of plastically deformed single crystals in
paper. Figure 5 shows the X-ray beam profile exiting the tape
capillary used in the experiment which is obtained from a detec
scan with very small slit width. As seen, the full width at ha
maximum intensity~FWHM! is 2g50.05°. If such an incident
beam fan with total divergence angle equal to 2g impinges on a
perfect single crystal sample surface, only a small central be
portion (62b) will make the proper Bragg angleu for the dif-
fraction, due to the narrow angular bandpass of diffraction@12#.
The value ofb is typically very small in the order of 1025 degree
@11#.

In this paper, the single crystal samples underwent plastic
formation which involves small lattice rotations. These rotatio
differ from location to location depending on the deformation
these locations. As a result, the diffracting lattice plane will not
perfectly parallel to the specimen surface and is tilted off t
symmetric Bragg condition by an anglea i for location i , so the
central beam vector of incident X-ray is no longer in the Bra
condition and a scan of the diffracted beam will show the peak
2u1a i @12#. As seen from Fig. 6, this error can be eliminated
one scans the diffracted intensity as a function ofu at each mea-
surement location. Assuming that the incident divergent be
shape is a smooth, well-defined function, such as a Gaussian
mean beam vector will be the most intense ray. Consequently
rotating the specimen until the maximum intensity is located
the detector, one ensures that the mean beam vector, and no
other, is at the proper angle with respect to the surface.

A similar procedure is followed for setting the properx angle at
each measurement location, which ensures that the normal ve
of the diffracting lattice plane is contained in the same geome
cal plane as the incoming and diffracted X-ray beams at e
location. Furthermore, for slightly misaligned specimens, rot
ings in x can result in compound rotations, where the specim
inclination in the diffractometer plane,u, can change as well

Fig. 5 Incident X-ray micro beam profile Full width at half
maximum intensity „FWHM…É0.05°„Á0.025°…
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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Thus, the integrated intensity of the relevant reflection in botu
and x is iteratively optimized during alignment. Once the spe
men tilt is properly set, the 2u value of the peak can be measure
by a detector scan in 2u or by a radial scan where 2u and u are
stepped at the symmetric 2:1 ratio. The effect off on measure-
ment accuracy is negligible and is not scanned during
alignment.

5 X-ray Measurement Result and Profile Evaluation
Method

The unsmoothed curves in Fig. 7~a–i! show the diffraction in-
tensity profiles of the~002! Bragg reflection of Al sample in~001!
orientation measured at different locations along a line perp
dicular to a shocked line. For example, ‘‘230mm’’ means this
measurement point is at 30mm left of the shocked line center, an
‘‘0 mm’’ means at the shocked line center. More points were m
sured along the line but only nine are presented here to s
distinctive changes in profile. The salient features of these
profiles can be summarized as follows:

a. When the measure point moved across the shock line f
left to right (230mm to 130mm), the line profiles change dis
tinctively from a single symmetric peak to asymmetry with a se
ond peak becoming visible, and finally return to a single symm
ric peak.

b. The vertical line in the profiles represents the theoreti
Bragg angle for Al~002! reflection. At 630mm, the measured
profile peak value is almost at the theoretical angle, which in t
represents the shock free regions. When it gets closer to
shocked line center, the peak shifts towards smaller diffract
angles, while a second peak pops up towards larger diffrac
angle.

c. The half-width of the line profiles increases with decreas
distance from the shocked line center. The full width at half ma
mum ~FWHM! of the profile in the center is 3 times greater th
the FWHM of the line profile at 30mm away from the center. So
the profile is broadened when it gets closer to the shocked reg

If a piece of metal is deformed elastically such that the strain
uniform over a relatively large distance, the uniform macro-str
will cause a shift in the diffraction lines to new positions. If th
metal is deformed plastically, such as in this case, the deforma
creates adjacent regions of slight different orientations. The
sidual strain can vary from region to region to cause no
homogeneous strain state, which causes a broadening of the
fraction profile. In fact both kinds of strain are superposed
plastically deformed metals, and diffraction is both shifted a
broadened@11#. It is the superposition that makes it difficult t
evaluate the local strain and residual stress distribution.

However, on the basis of a composite model, local strain
residual stress can be evaluated for single crystal metal u

Fig. 6 u and x scan of sample Õstage
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 229



Fig. 7 Spatial distribution of X-ray profile for „002… reflection of Al „001… sample Unsmoothed curve: raw profile, Smoothed
curve: fitted profile, Dashed curves: two fitted sub profiles, Vertical line: ideal Bragg angle for Al „002… reflection „Diffraction
intensity normalized ….
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plastic deformation as reported by Ungar@13# by recognizing that
the crystal dislocations often arrange themselves in a cell st
ture. In the model, the deformed crystal is considered as a t
component system, where the local flow stress of the cell wal
considerably larger than the local flow stress of the cell interio
Consequently, in the plastically deformed and unloaded crys
the cell walls parallel to the compressive axis are under a resi
uniaxial compressive stressDsw,0 and the cell interior under a
uniaxial tensile stressDsc.0. The asymmetrical Bragg reflec
tions can be separated into the sum of two symmetrical pe
which correspond to ‘‘cell interiors’’ and ‘‘cell wall’’ as postulate
by @13#. For brevity, the subscriptsw andc will be used for walls
and cell interiors. The integral intensities of the sub-profiles re
tive to the integral intensity of the measured profile are prop
tional to the volume fractions of the cell walls,f w and cell interi-
ors f c512 f w , respectively. According to the model, stre
equilibrium of the unloaded crystal requires:

f wDsw1~12 f w!Dsc50 (3)

The asymmetric line profilesI are assumed to be composed of tw
componentsI w and I c , where I w is attributed to the cell-wall
material~the integral intensity of which is proportional tof w) and
I c to the cell-interior material~the integral intensity ofI c is pro-
portional to f c5(12 f w). The centers of both components a
230 Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
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shifted in opposite directions in accordance withDsw,0 and
Dsc.0. These shifts can be expressed by the relative chang
the mean lattice plane spacingDd/d as follows:

Dd

d U
w

5
Dsw

E
,0,

Dd

d U
c

5
Dsc

E
.0 (4)

WhereE is Young’s modulus. We introduce a Cartesian coor
nate system with thez-axis parallel to the stress axis and thex-
andy-axes perpendicular to the two sets of walls that are para
to the stress axis. Then, the measure of the residual stresses c
characterized by the absolute value of the difference

szz5uDsw2Dscu (5)

Their range of influence is of the order of the cell dimensio
which is longer than the range of individual dislocations in
random distribution, e.g. in cell walls or in cell interiors. Th
lateral residual stress in the sample surface plane is

sxx5syy52szz•n (6)

wheren denotes Poisson’s ratio.
Transactions of the ASME
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6 X-ray Profile Analysis and Residual Stress Evalua-
tion

Consider the X-ray profile at 10mm left of the shocked line
center as shown in details in Fig. 8. The raw profile represented
the unsmoothed curved is smoothed to obtain the fitted profileI ,
which is subsequently decomposed into two symmetric sub p
files I c andI w using Lorentzian peak function@14#. The centers of
the decomposed sub-profiles are found to be shifted in oppo
directions and the shifts can be related to the relative chang
the mean lattice plane spacingDd/d of the corresponding lattice
planes

Dd

d U
c (or w)

52cotuDuc (or w) (7)

whereDuc (or w) is the angular shift of the sub-profilesI c ~or I w)
relative to the exact Bragg angleu of the shock free regions. This
equation is based on taking total differential of the Bragg la
assuming perfect X-ray wavelength. For Al~002! reflection profile,
the ideal Bragg angle corresponding to the shock free region
u522.36°, the centers of gravity of the decomposed sub-profi
are uc522.332°, and uw522.384°, and thereforeDuc5
20.028°, andDuw50.024°. Consequently,

Fig. 8 Detailed view of decomposition of an asymmetric line
profile into the sum of two symmetric sub-profiles, diffraction
intensity normalized „Sub profile Ic : cell interior; and Sub pro-
file Iw : cell wall …

Fig. 9 Spatial distribution of residual stress in Al „001… sample
surface based on the X-ray diffraction measurement
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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Dd

d U
c

52cot~22.36°!~20.028°!~p/180!51.1931023 (8)

Dd

d U
w

52cot~22.36°!~10.024°!~p/180!521.0231023 (9)

In the case of Al crystals,E570 GPa andn50.33 and Eq.~4!
gives

Dsc5E•
Dd

d U
c

583.3 MPa (10)

Dsw5E•
Dd

d U
w

5272 MPa (11)

and Eq. ~5! gives the axial residual stressszz5uDsw2Dscu
5155.3 MPa and Eq.~6! gives the lateral residual stress withi
the sample surface plane

sxx5syy52szz•n5251.2 MPa (12)

The volume fractionsf w and f c of the walls and cell interiors can
be obtained from the fractional integral intensities of the su
profiles relative to the integral intensity of the total profile. Fo
lowing the analysis method above for each measurement p
~Fig. 7!, the spatially resolved residual stress distribution is sho
in Fig. 9. The above method is termed as X-ray Scheme 1
indicated in Section 4.2.

7 Residual Stress Evaluation Using X-ray Scheme 2
Besides the measurement using~220! reflections, the~222! re-

flection was recorded and the measured Bragg angle shift use
calculate the elastic strain in the~111! normal direction. As shown
in Fig. 10, the angle between~111! plane and sample surface~110!
plane is 35.3°. From the Bragg angle shift of three lattice plane
~already measured before!, II and III, residual strain in three cor-
responding directions can be evaluated. Assumeu1 , u2 , andu3
are the angle between plane I, II, III’s normal direction and t
horizontal direction, respectively, and«1 , «2 , and«3 are the elas-
tic strain in those three plane normal directions, respectively.
ing the coordinate system shown in Fig. 10,u1590°, u2
5125.3°, andu3554.7°, and

«15«x cos2 u11«y sin2 u11gxy sinu1 cosu1 (13)

«25«x cos2 u21«y sin2 u21gxy sinu2 cosu2 (14)

«35«x cos2 u31«y sin2 u31gxy sinu3 cosu3 (15)

where«x , «y , andgxy are the lateral, vertical, and torsional stra
within the x-y plane, the lateral residual stress can be calcula
as sx5E«x after «1 , «2 , and «3 are measured using the X-ra
diffraction.

The residual stresses obtained from the two X-ray diffracti
measurement schemes are compared in Fig. 11~a! for Al ~110! and
in Fig. 11~b! for Cu~110!. The simulation results from FEM as
briefly explained in Section 3 are also superposed. First, the
sidual stresses are consistently compressive which is benefici
fatigue life improvement@6#. The distributions show similar pat-

Fig. 10 Measurement scheme II: measuring ˆ222‰ reflections
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 231
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tial
terns and generally agree with each other. In terms of magnit
measurement Scheme 1 agrees with simulation results better
Scheme 2. In Scheme 2, since the~111! plane is not parallel to the
sample surface, the angle between incident~or reflected! X-ray
and sample surface is less than 10° and this likely has cause
error in measurement. In terms of the lateral extent of the co
pressive residual stress, both measurement schemes agree
with each other and give around630mm from the center of
shocked line, while FEM results overestimate it. This is likely d
to the pressure model used in the FEM which may have over
mated the lateral expansion effect of pressure loading on
sample surface@15#.

8 Further Understanding of LSP Induced Microstruc-
ture Change

The measurement Scheme 1 is based on the postulation
LSP causes the formation of dislocation cell structure. From
recorded X-ray profile for the single crystal Al and Cu samp
~Figs. 7, 12 and 13!, it strongly suggests the existence of disloc
tion cell structure. In fact, dislocation cell structures were o
served via transmission electron microscopy~TEM! in laser shock
penned metals such as copper@16#. This accompanies the gener
tion and storage of a larger dislocation density during the sh
process than for quasi-static processes.

Various models of dislocation patterning such as cell struct
formation have been proposed that differ from the starting po
namely the driving force of this process. According to the therm
dynamic approach, dislocation cells are considered as low en

Fig. 11 Comparsion of spatial residual stress distribution on
sample surface by two X-ray measurement schemes and FEM
simulation. „Laser beam diameter is 12 microns, pulse duration
is 50ns, laser pulse energy Ä300 mJ…. „a… Al „110… sample „b… Cu
„110… sample
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structures@17#. This approach is, however, incorrect as ener
minimization principles do not apply to dissipative processes
from equilibrium, such as dislocation glide during plastic defo
mation. In the synergetic theories developed by@18#, the model
considered the nonlinear dynamics of various dislocation de
ties, such as mobile, immobile and dipole dislocation configu
tions and focus on the evolution and dynamic stability of dipo
dislocation arrangements. An inherent weakness of this mode
lates to the neglect of long-range dislocation interactions. T
could be a problem with dislocation cell formation where patte
ing occurs on the same mesoscopic length scale that govern
effective range of dislocation interactions.

In another model, it is assumed that the geometrically neces
effective stress fluctuations experienced by gliding dislocati
cause appreciable fluctuations of the local strain rate. This ena
the mobile dislocations to probe again and again new config
tions. During this process, energetically favorable configurati
possess a certain chance to become stabilized, whereas unf
able arrangements are rapidly dissolved again. While cross
supports this process by increasing the ‘‘selection pressure.’’ T
is, through increasing the range of possible slip planes, cross
increases the efficiency with which dislocations can move do
energy gradients. From the stochastic dislocation dynamics m
from @19#, the critical condition for cell structure formation is:

^t int&
S

.S B1

B2
D 2 r

rm
sc

2~f! (16)

whererm and r i are mobile and immobile dislocation densitie
r5rm1r i denotes the total dislocation density.t int is the long-
range internal shear stress and the external resolved shear str
text, the effective shear stressteff5text2tint and it is the driving
stress acting on a glide dislocation. The strain-rate sensitivit
defined asS5 ]^teff&/] ln^ġ& , where ġ is the local plastic shea
strain rate.f5 ^teff&1S/text represents the additive noise in dislo
cation density change. The parameterB1 describes the immobili-
zation of dislocations~storages in the dislocation network!, while
B2 accounts for the glide-induced dislocation annihilation. As a
nihilation is facilitated by cross slip,B2 may increase with strain
while B1 decreases, owing to an enhanced dynamic recovery
cross slip. Thus, the abundant cross slip is expected to lead a s
decrease ofB1 /B2 so the cell formation condition is met. Also
cross slip will increase the fraction of mobile dislocations so
dislocation cell formation is favored by easy cross slip.

9 Characterization of Al „110… and Cu „110… and Dis-
cussions

Figures 12 and 13 show the~220! Bragg reflection profiles at
different positions for Al~110! and copper~110! samples, respec
tively. Generally, both have the similar asymmetric line profiles
the Al ~001! sample~Fig. 7!. That is, the reflection profiles ar
broadened and shifted towards smaller diffraction angles when
measurement point is closer to the shocked line center.

9.1 Comparing Al „110… and Cu„110…. For Cu~110!
sample, the asymmetric line profile is significant only in the ran
of 610mm from the shocked line center, and the volume of c
wall is smaller than the Al~110! sample in the same range~Fig.
14!. Thus, the Al sample is easier to form dislocation cell struct
than copper sample in micro scale laser shock peening. From
formation mechanism of cell structure mentioned before, this p
nomana can be explained by the difference in stack fault energ
the two FCC metals and its relation with partial slip and cross s
as follows.

Partial dislocation and cross dislocation in FCC metals: Con-
sider a full slip vector in FCC metal, (a/2)@ 1̄01# shown in Fig.
15~a!, the dissociation of a dislocation into two partials is favor
on strain energy grounds because the total dislocation energ
reduced by the splitting. The vector components of two par
Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 12 Spatial distribution of X-ray profile for „220… reflection of Al „110… sample Unsmoothed curve: raw profile, Smoothed
curve: fitted profile, Dashed curves: two fitted sub profiles, Vertical line: ideal Bragg angle for Al „220… reflection „Diffraction
intensity normalized ….
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slips X and Y are (a/6)@ 2̄11# and (a/6)@ 1̄1̄2#, respectively. That
is, the sum of dislocation energy (Gb2) for the two partials is:

~Ga2/36!~41111!1~Ga2/36!~11114!5G
a2

3
(17)

while for the full dislocation, it is:

~Ga2/4!~11011!5G
a2

2
(18)

Thus, on strain energy considerations, the partial dislocation

a

2
@ 1̄01#5

a

6
@ 2̄11#1

a

6
@ 1̄1̄2# (19)

is expected.
For an edge dislocation, the Burgers vector is normal to

dislocation line and the two directions define the slip plane. Ho
ever, for screw dislocation, the Burgers vector is parallel to
dislocation line, and thus, unlike for an edge dislocation, the B
gers vector and the screw dislocation line do not define a un
slip plane. The screw dislocation can be dissociated into cr
slips in different slip planes. In FCC metals, the$111% family of
planes contains common slip directions. For example the~111!
and (11̄1) planes have in common the direction@ 1̄01#. Thus, if a
screw dislocation traveling on a~111! plane in a FCC metal, and
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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having a Burgers vector (a/2)@ 1̄01#, encounters an obstacle o
this plane, it can circumvent it by cross-slipping onto a (111̄)
plane. Once the obstacle has been surmounted, the dislocatio
then return, by an additional cross-slip process, to a~111! plane
coplanar with the initial glide plane. Hence, a screw dislocation
able to overcome obstacles to slip by conservative motion invo
ing cross-slip~Fig. 15~b!!. This is in contrast to the climb proces
required of edge dislocations for this purpose.

Stack fault energy (SFE) in FCC metal and its relation w
partial slip and cross slip: The most apparent feature controllin
microstructures or microstructure development in FCC metals
alloys is the stacking-fault free energy. Think of crystal as a st
of layers in a particular sequence~ABAB...!. Stack fault is a de-
fect in the stacking sequence and it distorts the lattice. Since
atomic packing within the stack fault region is no longer char
teristic of the FCC structure, the stack fault has an associa
energy.

From Fig. 15~a!, the atomA in slip plane I will move to a new
positionB through the two partial dislocations. This will result i
atomsA in plane I temporarily occupying aB stacking sequence
in the FCC lattice and the stacking fault occurs. Thus, if the S
is high, partial dislocations will be difficult to occur. The SF
magnitude also controls the ease of cross-slip in FCC metals
mentioned, cross-slip of screw dislocations can occur in FCC m
als. However, as a result of a low SFE, a screw dislocation dis
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 233



Fig. 13 Spatial distribution of X-ray profile for „220… reflection of Cu „110… sample Unsmoothed curve: raw profile, Smoothed
curve: fitted profile, Dashed curves: two fitted sub profiles, Vertical line: ideal Bragg angle for Cu „220… reflection „Diffraction
intensity normalized ….
Fig. 14 Volume fraction ratio of cell wall and cell interior „ex-
perimentally determined via dividing areas under sub-profiles
Ic and Iw by profile I, respectively …
234 Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
Fig. 15 Partial dislocation and cross slip formation in FCC
metal „a… Partial dislocation direction and magnitude in FCC
metal „b… Cross slip formation in FCC metal
Transactions of the ASME
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ciates into partials and it contains edge components which can
cross-slip. Thus, FCC materials with low SFEs cross-slip w
difficulty and vice versa.

From the analysis above, easy cross slip is an essential me
nism for dislocation cell formation. In high stacking-fault fre
energy materials, the stacking fault energy limits the partial dis
cations and promotes cross slip of dislocations from one plan
another. So the high stacking-fault will favor the formation
dislocation cell structure. Typically, dislocation cell structures a
formed in shock-loaded metals when the stacking-fault free
ergy is greater than about 60 mJ/m2 @16#. For stacking-fault free
energy below about 40 mJ/m2, planar arrays of dislocations stack
ing faults, and other planar microstructures result. Al is the F
metal with the highest stacking-fault free energy~168 mJ/m2! and
copper is 78 mJ/m2. As a result, the dislocation cell structure ca
be generated easier in aluminum than in copper.

9.2 Comparison of Al „001… and Al „110…. Figures 7 and
12 show the~002! and~220! Bragg reflection profiles at differen
positions for Al~001! and Al ~110! samples. Both have the simila
asymmetric line profiles distribution and the reflection profiles a
broadened when it gets closer to the shocked line center.
asymmetric line profile is significant mainly in the range
620mm from the shocked line center for~110! orientation com-
pared to the630mm range in~001! orientation. Also as shown in
Fig. 16, the volume of cell wall is less in~110! orientation and has
narrower spatial distribution. So, the~001! orientation is easier to
form dislocation cell structure than~110! orientation in micro
scale laser shock peening. For FCC crystal, it is well known t
the plastic slip systems are the$111% family of planes in thê110&
family of directions, for a total of 12 possible slip systems. Ho
ever, the distribution of resolved shear stress in each slip syst
for loading in different orientation is different@20#. The slip sys-
tems which have maximum resolved shear stresses for loa
applied in~001! and ~110! orientation samples are shown belo
and slip would occur in those slip systems. For the~110! orienta-
tion, there are 4 possible activated slip systems:~111! @101̄#,
~111! @01̄1#, (1̄1̄1) @011#, and (1̄1̄1) @101#. For the~001! orien-
tation, there are 8 possible activated slip systems:~111! @101̄#,
~111! @11̄0#, (1̄11̄) @101̄#, (1̄11̄) @110#, (11̄1̄) @110#, (11̄1̄)
@101#, (1̄1̄1) @101#, and (1̄1̄1) @11̄0#. As a result, for the~110!
orientation, cross slip is more difficult to occur since there is
common slip direction between different slip planes. However,
~001! orientation, the slip systems~111! ^101̄& and (1̄11̄) ^101̄&
can generate the cross slip between these two slip planes. Fo
total eight slip systems, cross slip can occur between every tw

Fig. 16 Volume fraction ratio of cell wall and cell interior „ex-
perimentally determined via dividing areas under sub-profiles
Ic and Iw by profile I, respectively …
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them. Thus, the cross slip is much easier to occur in~001! orien-
tation than in~110! orientation and this favors the formation o
cell structure in~001! orientation.

10 Conclusions
Spatially resolved characterization of residual stress induced

micro scale laser shock peening was realized with X-ray mic
diffraction techniques for the first time. The asymmetric a
broadened diffraction profiles registered at each location w
analyzed by sub-profiling and explained in terms of the hetero
neous dislocation cell structure. For the first time, micron le
spatial resolution~down to 5mm! of residual stress distribution in
the surface of shock peened single crystal Al and copper
achieved. The compressive residual stress is280 to 2100 MPa
within 620mm from the shocked line center and it decreas
very quickly to a few MPa beyond that range, which is indicati
of the fact that the micro scale LSP has a very localized effect
material fatigue life enhancement. The results agree with F
simulations. The asymmetric and double-peak profiles
strongly indicative of dislocation cell structure formation durin
LSP. The diffraction profile from~222! reflection also indicated
the compressive residual stress distribution at the sample su
but overestimated it (2140 to2160 MPa) likely due to the smal
measurement angle between the beam and sample surface. H
stack fault energy and easier cross slip favor the formation of
structure and the explanation is consistent with the difference
measurement results of Al and copper. Crystal orientation~001!
was found to be more beneficial to the formation of cell struct
than~110! orientation. In general, it is shown that this technique
valuable in enabling spatially resolved residual stress quantifi
tion and in helping better understand microstructure change
ing the deformation process.
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